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Liquid-gas Separator
Liquid-gas separator is used to separate gas and 

liquid in the gas-bearing drilling fluid. During drilling 
process, the gas-bearing fluid runs into separation tank 
through decompression tank, then bumps against the 
baffle with great speed to break and release the bubbles 
in the fluid to achieve the liquid-gas separation so as to 
increase the density of drilling fluid.

Technical characteristic

·The height of outriggers is adjustable and easy 
installed.

·Compact structure and few replacement parts.

Technical parameters

Model
Paramters YQF-6000/0.8 YQF-8000/1.5 YQF-8000/2.5 YQF-8000/4

Max. treatment capacity
of liquid, m3/d 6000 8000 8000 8000

Max. treatment capacity
 of gas, m3/d 100271 147037 147037 147037

Max. working
 pressure, MPa 0.8 1.5 2.5 4

Diameter of 
separation tank ,mm 800 1200 1200 1200

Capacity, m3 3.58 6.06 6.06 6.06

Overall 
dimensions ,mm 1900×1900×5690 2435×2435×7285 2435×2435×7285 2435×2435×7285

  Weight, kg 2354 5880 6725 8440

Drilling Equipment
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Camping House

Camping house is the movable house manufactured for working and living in the field. It is mainly divided into 
four types: living camping house, engineering camping house, special instrument camping house and manufacturing 
equipment in skid-mounted. It has functions: accommodations, meeting, washing, bathing, laundry, bathroom, 
entertainment and gym, medicine and sanitation, restaurant, kitchen, freezer, power and water supply facility, fire 
fighting, various delivery pump house, etc, with the features of anti-sand, heat insulation and preservation, sound 
insulation, etc. It can be used as single house or group house according to different environment.  

Technical features

·It can be hoisted and delivered, with good movability and convenient water and electricity connection. No ground 
processing.

·Good heat insulation and preservation, sound insulation, energy saving and environmental protection.
·Complete layout, strong expansibility of functions, and available multi-functional camping zone.
·All the materials are fireproof and flame-retarded, with high structure hardness, safe and reliable operation.

                                 Type
Parameters Living house kitchen Instrument house Generator house Water treatment house

Applied number 1～12 50～500 -- -- 100～500
Environment temperature -30℃～50℃ -30℃～50℃ 30℃～50℃ -30℃～50℃ 30℃～50℃

Overall dimensions
(L×W×H), m 8×2.9×2.9 10×2.9×2.9 10×2.9×2.9 10×2.9×2.9 10×2.9×2.9

Hoisting type Top/lower hoist Top/lower hoist Top/lower hoist Top/lower hoist Top/lower hoist

Power 220V/380V
50Hz

220V/380V
50Hz

220V/380V/
440220V/380V  

50Hz

400V/600V 
50Hz

220V/380V 
50Hz

weight，kg 7000 9000 8000 15000 11000


